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A Bill For Enlarging The
But despite its support on the left, and despite the fact that Democrats now control both chambers, the bill has little chance of passage in the current political environment. President Joe Biden said ...
Bill to enlarge the Supreme Court faces dim prospects in Congress
The North Carolina House of Representatives approved a bill Thursday allowing downtown "social districts. "The bill empowers cities to allow people to buy and drink alcohol within a defined area.
NC House approves bill allowing downtown social districts
For years, we have struggled to find enough teachers, nurses, and other licensed professionals to fill jobs in Arkansas, and I’d like to talk about Act 746, a law that ...
Licensing law may help fill gap in workforce
The $1.8 trillion American Families Plan, unveiled by President Biden in late April, includes $45 billion to expand certain nutrition programs.
Biden proposal will make free school lunch available to 29 million children every summer
For the second year in a row, the U.S. House of Representatives voted to pass the bill that would grant statehood to the District of Columbia. Just before noon on Thursday, the House passed HR 51, ...
The House of Representatives Passes DC Statehood Bill — Again
Diverse sounds seem to be the rule of the day as live music gigs return to the Alamo City. This week, music fans will ...
Live music this week in San Antonio ranges from surf rock to Mexico-inspired Western swing
House Judiciary Committee Chair Jerry Nadler Jerrold (Jerry) Lewis Nadler House to consider anti-Asian hate crimes bill, protections ... Jones (N.Y.) would enlarge the Supreme Court from nine ...
Democrats roll out legislation to expand Supreme Court
A new bill could help local cities launch and operate safe parking programs for the homeless, programs similar to those that have popped up ...
Carbajal introduces bill to fund safe parking programs around the country
The legislative push for ropeless gear in the Dungeness crab fishing industry is taking a pause after the Assembly bill's author was sworn in ...
Ropeless gear bill gets put on hold
Experts at Cincinnati Children's and Stanford screened a library of 4500 compounds to find one, called AG1296, that shows promise as a potential treatment for the rare lung disease PAH.
From 4500 possibilities, one compound emerges as promising treatment for PAH
Whether you support enlarging the Supreme Court or oppose it ... the mammoth Democratic bill passed by the House that would allow wide use of mail-in ballots and set a minimum number of days ...
Opinion: The best argument for packing the Supreme Court is premature
A little over three years ago, the partners at Jax Media took a big gamble. The New York indie production banner had prospered through its artisanal approach to producing TV series for such ...
Jax Media Sees Growth Spurt After Imagine Deal With Netflix Pact, Jobs Initiative
But I was interested to discover that one of his last legislative acts was to draft a bill aimed at expanding ... At first blush, the notion that enlarging the House could possibly improve ...
Supersize the House
The Douglas County Sheriff’s Office is seeking the public’s assistance in identifying a person of interest in a burglary and unlawful use of credit card investigation. The crimes being investigated ...
Douglas authorities ask for public's help identifying burglary suspect using stolen credit card
click to enlarge Photo by Nico Tamayo Protesters at a 2020 Black Lives Matters march block the 408. The bill also addresses the destruction of "memorials," an issue that has drawn heavy attention ...
Anti-protest bill passes in Florida Senate on party lines, even after emotional testimony from Black lawmakers
Being focused primarily on what happens in Georgia, it can be easy to miss important developments elsewhere. But when it comes to expanding educational options, other states keep rubbing it ...
Other states pass Georgia in school choice
Innocent Chiluwa, has expressed support for Hate Speech Bill but maintained that death ... CLICK HERE NOW TO ENLARGE YOUR MANHOOD SIZE BY AN EXTRA 3.7 INCHES IN JUST 28 DAYS FROM NOW,GET AN ...
Death penalty on Hate Bill too extreme, says Don
Situated on 0.45 acres, their Peakland Place home fit the bill — after a few modifications ... a back porch and a family room, while also enlarging the kitchen. The addition’s kitchen ...
Peakland Place home provides perfect backdrop for garden
In addition to representing victims, Bill Marler has been a tireless food ... Guillain-Barré syndrome is not contagious. Click to enlarge. Guillain-Barré syndrome initially causes weakness ...
Publisher’s Platform: Pathogen information at your fingertips on our ‘bug’ sites
a law that will help overcome that challenge by enlarging the field of employees. I signed it into law this week. Senator Bart Hester, who sponsored the bill in the Senate, said that Arkansas has ...
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